Oxford Reference Online

Subject Areas: Art & architecture
Bilingual Dictionaries
Biological Sciences
Classics
Computing
Earth & Environmental Sciences
Economics & Business
Encyclopedia
English Dictionaries & Thesauruses
English Language Reference
Food & Drink
History
Law
Literature
Medicine
Military History
Mythology & Folklore
Names & Places
Performing Arts
Physical Sciences & Mathematics
Politics & Social Sciences
Quotations
Religion & Philosophy
Science

Information included: Fultext

Access: METU Campus only

Date coverage: Dates vary

Types of materials: Reference

Description: Oxford Reference Online provides desk-top access to a huge, integrated, cross-searchable database – everything from quick definitions to the best in scholarly analysis.
- A comprehensive collection of over 100 quick reference titles
- English and bilingual dictionaries
- Over 50,000 in-depth articles
- Over 1,000 links to valuable web resources
- Thousands of figures, maps, and illustrations